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STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF COLLEGE PHYSICS

AND PHYSICS TEACHERS

Foreword

Physics is the most exact and fundamental of the natural

sciences.
1

A scientifically terate citizenry appears to be essen-

tial if our science-oriented, technology-infused democratic society

is to survive. But, paradoxically, in this nation which prides

itself on educating for a well-rounded citizen, our high school,

college, and university students are avoiding the study of physics.
12

Dr. Bentley Glass, eminent scientist and educator, has dis-

cussed the Pandora box opened by modern science and the consequent
3

need for an understanding of science to combat the evils released.

He has pointed out such concomitant evils as: modern medicine's

conquest of disease and the resultant population explo ion; machines

for rapid transit and the accompanying noxious residues which foul

the atmosphere and turn sunny lands &Irk; mushrooming industrial

complexes which supply our wants while producing effluents which

make the lands stink, the fishes die, and the waters unfit to drink.

Glass asks whether or not e modern, democratic civilization can

long endure if its populace grows increasingly complacent in its

ignorance of science.
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Dr. Elmer Hutchisson, past-Director of the American Institute

of Physics and currently editor of The Journal of Applied Physics,

has emphasized that in addition to the utilitarian considerations

there exist purely esthetic and academic reasons why students should

w nt to study physics.

To be completely illit r te as far .ns the funda-
mental work of Galileo or Newton is concerned or
in the enormous contributions to society made by
physicists such as Maxwell, Einstein, and Bohr
is certainly just as great i sin as to be ignorant
of the equally great contriputions of such menas
Plato, Shakespeare, Beethoven or Michelangelo,

If one accepts the interlocking theses that science education

is essential to a modern democratic society, that the well-educated

citizen ought to have an adequate knowled_re of the people and the

philosophy and the processes of siience, and that physics ts the

science which is the cornerstone for all of the natural sciences,

then one must also acc-z2pt the conclusion that physics education is

truly vital to our youth.

Introduction

Scientists and educators have sounded numerous alarms zoncerning

the negative implications of the natt n-wide decline in physics

5,6enrollments over the last two decades.

And some have speculated that clues to understanding the phe--

nomenon of low enrollments might lie in analysis of the perceptions

students hole of physics courses, of physics teachers, of physics

as a fie d of study, and of the life-styles of professional physi-

cists.
7

A reason cited frequently as to why students avoid physics is

that physics is difficult. 8 But mathematics is commonly considered

4



be a difficult subject, and mathematics has not suffered from

similar declining enrollments. Apparently, mathematics is perceived

by students to be aa essential of education, but physics is not.

Accordingly, this study probed college students perceptions of

physics and, to a lesser degree, their perceptions of mathematics.

The Problem

This study sought answers to the question: In what ways were

selected attitudes and other character' tics of college physics stu-

dents related to their perceptions of physics and mathematics

ses and of physics and mathematics teachers?

Design of the Study

The normative survey method was used. Students responded

anonymously to a 100-item questicnnaire by sense-marking IBM compu-

ter cards. All responses were of the closed type; respondents had no

choices of response to a given questionnaire item other than those

which appeared on the questionnaire itself. The IBM response cards

were machine-processed and computer-analyzed, and the computer data

tien interpreted.

The total general physics student population was comprised of

all students enrolled in all sections of both the calculus and non-

calculus oriented, three-quarter sequenced, introductory general

physics courses offered at California State Polytechnic College,

San Luis Obisco, during the Winter Quarter, 1971. The population

sample consisted of 1108 students, constituting approximately 807.

of the total general physics student population.

California State Polytechnic College (hereafter referred to as

Cal Poly) is one of the two polytechnic institutions included in the
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19 institutions comprising what will be known after March 4, 1972, as

the California State University and Colleges. Cal Poly is located

San Luis Obispo, a city of less than 30,000 people. San Luis Obispo

is in a rural, low-populal-ion density region about midway between

Los Angeles and San Francisco. Cal Poly's 12,000 students are enrolled

mostly in agriculture, engineerwg, architecture, and applied arts -1-nd

sciences. -.he Physics Department employs nearly 30 full-time teachers,

offers no graduate degree, and has approximately 55 full-time under-

graduate physt2s majors.

Findings

The findings were based upon frequency of resp nses to question-

naire items and upon Chi square tests for significant relationships

between selected questionnaire items.

Those findings based upon frequency of responses are presented

first; those based upon Chi square tests are presented in a second

sectior

It should be noted that, because this was a statistical study,

the findings are considered suggestive rather than definitive.

Personal characteristics. Table I shows selected characteristics

of the physics student respondents. Ninety per cent of the phy ics

students were males; 85% were unmarried; 52% were ages 19-21 years;

and 297 were over 21 years of age. One-third of these students were

enrolled in the School of Science and Mathematics; 1/3 in the

School of Engineering and Technology; and 1/6 in the School of

Architecture and Environmental Design. Five per cent of these stu-

dents reported a cumulative grade point average of A; 21-1/2%

reported 8; and 66% reported C as their cumulative grade point average.
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Scholastic backgrounds. Table II presents selected aspects of

the mathematics and physics backgrounds of the physics student

respondents. Ninety per cent completed Algebra I in high school; 807.

completed Algebra II; and 65% completed high school trigonometry.

Nearly one-half of these physics students had completed, or were

taking, college algebra; nearly 1/2 had, or were taking, college

trig-)-ometry, about 3/4 had, or were taking, ollege calculus; and

about 1/10 of the etudents had taken, or were taking, college

differential equations.

Physics course experiences. Table II shows something of the

re5pondents' physics course experiences. Fo ty per cent of the

college physics students had not taken physics in high school:

had taken a traditional high school physics course; 18-1/2% had

taken a Physical Sciences Study committee (FSSC) course in high

school; and slightly less than 27. reported having had The Harvard

Project Physics (HPP) course in high school. These students were

in the first, second, or third quarter of the three-quarter sequenced

general physics courses offered at Cal Poly. Of the 61% who had

pleted at least one quarter of college physics, their cumulative

grade point averages for these completed courses were: 7-1/2% A;

18-1/2% B; 30% C; and 5-1/ % D.

Perceptions of 2hylLEE and mathematics Physics courses were

perceived as moving somewhat faster than mathematics courses. Over

40% of the respondents felt their physics course "moved too f t";

but only 33% felt mathematics courses "moved too fast."

Physics tests put students somewhat more "up tight" than mathe-

matics tests. Approximately 407 felt "very high tension" during a physics

test; only 33% felt "very high tension" during a mathematics test.

7
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TABLE I

Character stics of College Physics Students

(% if respondents, rounded off)

1. Sex

male 90%

female 10%

2. Marital status

married 85%

single 15%

3. Age

16-18 19%

19-21 52%

22-23 12%

24-25 7-1 2%

over 25 9-1 2%

4. School

Agriculture & Natural Resources 5-1 2%

Architecture & Environmental
Design 18- 2%

Business & Social Science 1%

Communicative Arts & Humanities less than 1/2%

Engineering & Technology 38%

Human Development & Education 1-1/2%

Science & Mathematics 34%

5. Cumulative grade point averages

A 5%

21-1/2%

66%

6-1/2%
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TABLE II

Studert Backgrounds in Physics and mathematics

C70 of respondents, rounded off)

1. High setool mIth courses

Algebra

Algebra ii

Trigonometry

90%

80%

65%

College math courses
(completed or currently enrolled)

Algebra

Trigonometry

Calculus

Differential equations

43%

48%

70%

13-1/2%

Kind of high scho1 physics course

PSSC

Harvard Project

Traditional

none

18-1

less than 27

40%

40%

4. Cumulative college physics course(s)
grade point averags

A 7-1/2%

18-1/2%

30%

5-1/2%

none (currently enrolled in 39%
first physics course)
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Twice as many students indicated they earolled in mathematics

because they were 'just interested," than indicated they enrolled

in physics for the same reason. Eighty per cent of the students

enrolled in physics because it was required for their major; only

13% enrolled in physics because they were "just interested."

Nearly 407. felt they would do better in physics if their mathe-

matics backgrounds were better.

One-third more students expressed interest in a credit-no

credit option for courses other than physics, than for physics

courses. One-third indicated they would enroll in a physics course,

even if it were not required for their major, if they could take the

course on a eredit-no credit basis.

Students' responses indicatad that they were more "stimulated"

by mathematics courses than by physics courses Further, they per-

ceived their mathematics courses to be significantly more "usetul in

life" than their physics courses.

Students indicated that their mathematics lectures and their

physics lectures presented about the same degree of difficulty.

Physics teachers were perceived as being slightly less interested

in students, and in studen personal rrobiem, than were the

mathematics teachers.

Physics laboratory experiences were ranked law by the students

in terms of stimulation, "usefulness in life," and the extent to

which they supplemented and clarified the lectures.

The difficulty of physics was reported as 'very much" by 40%

of those polled.

Physics was ranked law in stimulation by 39% of the physics

students, and low in "personal usefulness by 377..

10
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The "social value" of physics courses was ranked "below average"

by 34%, and as "none" by 40%; the "political value" of these courses

was ranked "below a,-erage" by 307, and as "none" by 60%; and the

"historical value" was ranked "below average" by 32%, and as "none"

by 33%. In ccrast, the scientific value of their physics courses

was ranked as "very much" by 59% of the students.

Perceptions of school and self. Of the Cal Poly physics students

polled, one in three responded that they liked school 'very much,"

and fewer than one in six liked school "not at all" or "less than

average." Over 40% worried "very much" about getting good grades;

32% tried 'very much" to get the most from a course; and 25-1/2%

reported "very much" self confidence as students. One of every five

students indicated "very much" fear of asking a question in class

because it might appear to be a "dumb" one (This question was not

asked in reference to physics classes, but with reference to asking

a question in any class.).

Findings based upon chi square analyses are presented in this

second section; the confidence level is given parenthetically after

each item correlated.

Correlates of high scbool physics backgrounds. Significant

relationships were established between selected questionnaire items

and the high ichool physics backgrounds of the respondents.

Students who had studied PSSC (.001) or traditional high school

physics (.001) "liked physics" to a significantly greater extent

than did those students who had not studied physics in high school.*

*The 1.1PP sample was too small for Chi square testing.

11
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A significantly greater number of students who studied PSSC

physics (.001) or HPP physics (.001) enrolled in a college physics

course just because they were interested, than did students who had

not studied physics in high school.

Significantly more students who had a traditional high school

physics course indicated that they would take physics as an elective

on a credit-no credit basis even if it were not required for their

major, than did students who had not studied physics in high school.

Students who studied no physics in high school felt significantly

greater tension during a physIcs test than did those who h:7.d tradi-

tional high school physics (.01) or PSSC physics (.001).

Students from traditional high school physics courses incicated

a significantly greater preference for conventional tests and for

open-book tests, but a lesser preference for oral tests, than did

students who had taken no high school physics (.05).

Students with a background of PSSC (.001), HPP (.001), or

traditional (.05) high school physics felt to a significantly

lesser extent that their college physics course moved "too fast,"

than did students who had no background of high school physics.

Students who felt more strongly that physics was "difficult":

( ) indicated a greater confidence in tl-eir teachers'
knowledge of physics (.01)

) felt more strongly that physics teachers understood
their school-related problems (.01)

(c) reported significantly higher cumulative college
physics grade point averages (.01)

*The HPP sample was too small for Chi square testing.



Students wile felt more strongly that physics was 'personally

useful in life";

(a) had teachers whom they perceived as enjoying teaching
physics ta a significantly greater degree than did
those who law-rated the personal usefulness of physics (.01)

(b) indicated a significantly greater confidence in their
teachers' knawledge of physics (.01)

felt more strongly that their physics teachers were
interested in them "as a student" (.01)

(d) felt their physics teachers better understood their
school-related problems (.01)

reported significantly higher cumulative college
physics grade point averages.

Students who felt more strongly that their physics courses

lacked social value:

(a) perceived their physics teachers as little understanding
their school-related problems (.01)

(b) felt their physics teachers were not as much interested
in them "as a student" (.01)

c) reported less confidence in their teachers' knowledge
of physics (.01).

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Summary af the Problem. The student appeal or "drawing power" of

physics courses in the secondary schools, the colleges, and the

universitIes has declined aver the last two decades. This steady

decline has emphasized dramatically that although physics is the

cornerstone for all the natural sciqnces, the awing away prom physics

courses is an entrenched phenomenon.

When so many young people avoid physics courses while ostensibly

preparing themselves for living in a world whose very survival

depends upon sound decisiona about scientific problems it is time

to closely examine the attitudes and perceptions students hold of

13
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physics and physics te_chers. With greater insight into these per-

ceptions, perhaps physics courses can be reconstructed so as to be

more competitive in the education market.

Summa- of the Ftndings. This study corroborated that most physics

students were "captives," taking physics courses required for their

particular academic majors. Physics -ourses attacted few women, and

were not aS well-liked as mathematics courses. Although mathematics

and physics were perceived as afi rding about the same degree of

difficulty, twice as many students enrolled in mathematics courses

because of personal interest as enrolled in physics courses for the

same reason. To these students mathematics possibly appeared to be

more relevant and more palatable than physics.

Physics courses were perceived as relatively low in stimulation,

personal usefulness, social value, historical value, and political

value. Physics laboratory experiences failed to "turn on" roughly

one-half of all the respondents, who low-rated their laboratory

experien es as not exciting intellectually, not personally useful

in life, and not supportive of the lectures.

Students who studied high school physics before enrolling in

college physics courses held decided perceptual advantages over the

non-high school physics students in terms of feeling a great r

interest in physics, feeling better able to keep up with the pace of

college physics courses, liking physics more, and experiencing less

teresion during physics tests.

Recommendations of the Study. Students appear to learn

efficiently when they feel a need to know that which is to be learned;

to discover some personal meaning for that which they have learned;

to apply that which they have learned to some greater cognitive whole;
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and, to master a few key, unifying concepts rather than an aggregate

ef fn,ts. In keeping with these learning concepts, and in light of

what the students have told us in this study, the followin: rec_ enda-

tions seem appropriate:

) Students -ho plan on taking a college physics course should
study physi s in high school.

(b) Because the difficulty of physics did not appear to be the
dominant factor in student perceptions, it should be possible
to reconstruct physics courses so as to provide broader
student appeal in terms of stimulation, interest, personal
usefulness, social value, political value, and historical
value.

(c) Special emphasis should be put upon the inclusion of physics
course objectives having stronger appeal to girls.

(d) Laboratorj experiences should be planned so as to excite
more students intellectually, to appear more useful to more
students, and to be more supportive of the lectures in terms
of supplementing and clarifying them.

Physics teachers should make concerted efforts to "sell"
physics to students and to "humanize" it more; i.e. enhance
the perceived social, historical, and political values of
physics and its perceived personal usefulness to the students.

(f) Physics teachers should familiarize themselves with the con-
cepts and rationale of Mager's Developing Attitude Taward
Learning,9 so as to teach more positive attitudes toward
science In general and toward physics in particular.

(g) Physics teachers should state more course objectives in
performance terms. This implies that students need to

'know in advance what the instructional objectives of the
course are, the conditions under which they must demonstrate
mastery of these objectives, and the levels of performance
required for a given mark ta the course. Teachers ought
thus to became_familiar with such approaches as those set
forth in Mager's Preparing Instructional Obiectives,10
and to use such performance objectives as a matrix fram
which student appreciation and understanding of the nature
of physics can be generated.

Closing Comments. We live with the paradox of unemployed physicists

walking the streets, scarecly able to communicate with even the Intelligent

layman, who remains relatively ignorant of science although forced almost

daily to make the science-based decisions thrust upon him by the very

1.5



nature of our technological society. Might we not fill our empty

physics classrooms and employ our -seeking phys cists if we offered

courses specifically designed to encourage people to fratify their

scientific curi sities and specifically designed to compete in the

"seller's market for special c urses that appeal to the deeply

ingrained (althougu often unnurtured) interest of the intelligent

layman in the natural sciences. "?11

16
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